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2:12-13 

• This verse marks a transition between Paul’s defense of his travel plans and his defense of his 
boldness 

• Paul says that he came to the city of Troas 
• The thing that brought him to the city of Troas was an opportunity to preach the Gospel 

 
2:14 

• Notice a shift in Paul’s tone here 
• Paul uses the metaphor of an ancient Roman triumph 
• An ancient triumph spoke of the marching of a victorious general and a conquered enemy into 

their city in a grand parade 
• The focus is on all of the smells associated with this ancient triumph 
• It is God in Christ who leads the triumph as a conquering general 
• In other words, in the imagery, Paul is not a soldier of the victorious army.  He is not the 

conquering general.  He is the one who is conquered and is now imprisoned  
• The purpose of a triumph was to flaunt the power of the victor 
• Here, Paul is saying that God’s power is on display through him in this whole thing 
• Notice the scope of this particular triumph 
• This triumph is not a one day thing 
• This triumph is not a one place thing 

 
2:15-16 

• Here, the word “aroma” is used which is a word that speaks of a good smell 
• Paul is not the source of the smell 
• He says that they are the aroma of Christ 
• The good smell comes from the preaching of the Gospel 
• The language here reminds us of the sacrifices 
• Paul’s aim is to be pleasing to God first and foremost 
• The aroma also is something around the people in the world 
• It is among both those who are being saved and among those who are perishing 
• The first group is those who are being saved 
• The second group is those who are perishing 
• He describes that to the saved that he is giving off the aroma of life to life 
• However, to the perishing he gives the aroma of death to death 
• The Greek idiom death to death or life to life speaks of it being an ever increasing thing 
• If you were on the side of the defeated, the smell was a further reminder of death and defeat.  

The smell would have indicated to the vanquished that things were bad and they were going to 
only get worse 

• Those who accept the gospel are alive now, but their situation will continue to get only better as 
time goes on 



 
2:17 

• Paul wants to put to rest any thought that he is doing what he does for some type of personal 
gain 

• To peddle the Word of God is to treat the Gospel like a product to sell 
• Paul points to his sincerity  

 


